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We used an existing tool named TranscRater for baseline regression 
approach 
We adapted the TranscRater tool from English to French that 
requires engineered features  to predict the WER performance
Analysis of predicted WERs 
 We presented an evaluation framework for 
evaluating ASR performance prediction on unseen 
broadcast programs
    CNNs were very efcient encoding both textual 
(ASR transcript) and signal to predict WER.
Future work :  Analyze the learnt representations of 
our performance prediction system 
 We built our own French ASR system based on the KALDI 
toolkit
 We used a French data from diferent broadcast collections : 
ESTER, ETAPE, REPERE, Quaero
 We proposed a new End-to-End performance prediction 
system based on CNNs.
Several approaches to encode speech signal
Input : textual, speech signal or the both textual+ speech 
signal 
Output : two proposed methods to predict a continous 
value ( CNNSoftmax and CNNReLU)
 Distribution of speech turns according to their 
WER
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 Propose an heterogenous French corpus dedicated to 
performance prediction task
 Compare two prediction approaches :  regression 
(engineered features) based vs a new strategy based 
on convolutional neural networks (learnt features). 
 The joint use of textual and signal features did not work 
for the regression baseline while the combination of inputs 
for CNNs leads to the best WER prediction performance.
 CNN prediction predicts the WER distribution on a 
collection of speech recordings
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